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In this book you will find a collection of home design ideas and
principles. The book focuses on design ideas for different
themes and styles ranging from seasonal and holiday themes to
ethnic and regional themes. There are also specific tips and
ideas pertaining to individual rooms and house types.
Furthermore, the ideas presented in this book can work with
any budget. You don’t need to take the ideas and turn them
into an elaborate project, however you very well can do that if
you want to!
All the best,
John Tillman
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A Cabin Theme for Your Home Decorating Needs
When it comes to home decorating there is one thing that must
be said-people seem to long for the simple life and cabin living.
Of all the styles of decorating and décor this is one that seems
to be repeated most often but in different ways. Seriously there
are all kinds of 'cabin' décor websites, magazines, brochures,
books, and how to videos all over the place than probably any
other style of decorating.
One reason for the phenomenal popularity of this particular
type of home decorating style probably has a little bit to do
with the simplicity of it. There are no hard and fast rules, there
aren't fancy faux finishes and textured painting that needs to
be done in order to complete the look and there aren't overly
complicated rules for what is and isn't acceptable. From the
bear budget to the champagne and caviar crowd there is some
sort of décor available that will suit not only the home
decorating needs but also the need for quality as well.
Another thing that many find appealing about a cabin themed
home decorating plan is that it simply exudes warmth year
round. From the dark colors to the flannel materials and the
soft homespun simplicity of the design many find it simply
irresistible. One thing that is obvious in this style of decorating
is that it appeals to those who love home and hearth and
warmth and good will far more than modern touches and
design elements. This is not a hard plastic sort of design style
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and it shouldn't endeavor to become one as the two styles are
almost systematically opposed to one another.
If you want the warmth of a Montana cabin in your home every
day of the year this is one great way to do it. Bring the bears,
the moose, and all the furry forest friends to frolic in your living
room, on your light fixtures, and in your dreams as you fall into
restful sleep each night. From the bedroom to the bathroom
and the kitchen in between the cabin style of home decorating
is one that is making great waves in the market place.
You will find many stores online and locally that cater to the
cabin loving audience for hardware, knick-knacks, and what
knots galore. The thing to remember is that the design essence
isn't the little touches you add along the way, it's the warmth of
wood, fire, leather, and wrought iron. These are the materials
that will establish the cabin appeal more quickly than any of the
little touches you can add along the way. Drywall and plaster
simply cannot carry the look. Knotty pine or some other rich
style of wood is the best option for walls when pulling off a
cabin home appeal.
More importantly than anything though is the need to include a
little bit of yourself in the design. Do not hesitate to carve your
initials with a heart into the wood of your walls. It is one more
thing that will be not only endearing but also appropriate to the
home and the atmosphere. There is a type of innocence about
a cabin style home and the little touches such as that will leave
a lasting impression.
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A Patriotic Home Decorating Theme
Are you hard core red, white, and blue? If so, then your country
needs you to stand up and present your true colors to the
world. This can be easily accomplished by celebrating
everything American with your home decorating plans. Believe
it or not patriotic is the thing to be in post 9-11 America and the
way you decorate your home can let the world know exactly
where your true convictions lie.
There are many things you can do to bring Old Glory front and
center within your home that do not require you to drape your
furniture with the American flag or having the flag hanging in
every window. In fact, most would frown on that particular
practice. One thing that can be said without fail though is that
nothing can change the overall impression a room gives as
completely as a bucket of paint and a brush. In other words, the
best place to begin is often with the walls of your home.
Painting a backdrop of red and trimming with blue and white
makes a bold and powerful statement. It's also a rather lovely
statement if you choose the correct shades of red, white, and
blue.
In addition to paint there are all kinds of country style décor
that would compliment a patriotic theme quite nicely. From
stars that are designed to hang on the wall to patchwork quilts
in these patriotic shades and a quilt rack that can either stand
against the wall or hang on the wall. Quilts are outstanding
choices to bring colors into a room as well as an excellent
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method for adding warmth. In addition to many quilts there are
also plenty of throws and blankets that can bring these colors
front and center in almost any room of the home.
In addition to walls, furniture can be painted in order to match
the walls and other colors you'd like to incorporate into the
room. There is nothing quite like walking into a home that has
its full patriotic splendor shining for all the world to see. It's a
beautiful thing made even more poignant now that the initial
wave of patriotism following the September 11th attacks has
faded somewhat. For those that are true patriots there are few
better ways to show that than by making your home a
testament of your patriotism.
Candles are another great way to display your patriotic spirit.
Red, white, and blue candles are made in many wonderful
styles, sizes, and fragrances. You should be able to find
something appropriate in this color combination if you look
hard enough. More importantly, fragrance is a great (and often
overlooked) way to add another dimension to your home
decorating endeavors. If you want to truly make an impression
burn apple pie scented candles on a regular basis so that your
home almost always smells as American as apple pie. In
addition to candles of course there are fragrance warmers, air
sprays, and simmering pots in which this scent can be found
(particularly if you prefer a scent layering affect in your home).
Whether you simply like the look of patriot blue or you feel that
you are a true American through and through there are very
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few wrong reasons to incorporate the red, white, and blue that
represents America into your home décor. Patriotism seems to
be a dying art once again; perhaps your bold statement can
inspire others to do the same.
Asian Inspired Home Decorating
There are very few themes for decorating a home that capture
the imagination quite like an Asian inspired theme. There are
many reasons for this one of which is the rich colors, fabrics,
and textures that are the hallmark of these themes. There is a
simplistic elegance about Asian décor that is almost impossible
to imitate in other methods. It is simply put, stunning to walk
into a room or a home that has been decorated in an Asian
inspired motif.
This is not one of the lesser styles of décor when it comes to
price. This elegance comes at a rather high price for the
average consumer. However, the sparseness of this home
decorating style make it possible when other styles with this
sort of price tag would not be possible. One of the most
important things to remember when attempting to bring an
Asian style of décor into your home is the heavy reliance upon
color and texture.
Dining rooms are particularly stunning when decorated in an
Asian style. In this situation not only can the implements added
to the room serve to improve and enhance the décor but also
the placemats on the table can serve as an important tool in
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establishing the theme of this supremely elegant room.
Chopsticks and dishes, particularly tea servings are other great
enhancements to an Asian dining room. This is a room that
many families will enjoy dining in.
It is recommended that because of the expense involved in
many Asian themed home decorating styles that only one or
two rooms in the home should be created based upon an Asian
theme. This will keep the costs down as well as making those
rooms focal points within the home rather than having the
splendor lost among the excess.
If you are having a rough time narrowing down the two rooms,
the bathroom also makes an excellent room in which to
incorporate an Asian inspired theme. This is a room in which
people go to relax and wash away the worries and stress of
their days. For this reason, it makes perfect sense that some of
the more tranquil and relaxing design accents of an Asian décor
would be appropriate. Candles, figurines, calligraphy
(waterproof of course), and Asian artwork make excellent
touches for a bathroom, as do the more tranquil colors of some
Asian inspired rooms. Fountains can be added to the room for
an added taste of relaxation. Be sure that there is plenty of
storage space as clean lines and an uncluttered surface are also
important for the overall peaceful affect you should be hoping
to achieve.
If either the dining room or bath or unappealing to your home
decorating desires for an Asian theme you may want to take
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the theme into your bedroom. There are very few more
romantic themes to incorporate into a bedroom than an Asian
theme. You can use fabrics to create a very romantic
atmosphere, rice paper window coverings to protect those
inside from prying eyes, and candles throughout the room to
finish off the creation. Furnishings in this room should be
sparse and uncluttered. And Asian screens can be used in order
to 'section off' the room or hide the piles of laundry or
cluttered areas that you wish not to be detract from the overall
romance of the room. Fans make a lovely decoration for the
walls in a bedroom as does Oriental art or framed calligraphy in
the words of love. Use wall sconces and indirect lighting rather
than harsh, glaring overhead lights.
An Asian theme can be one of the most beautiful in the realm
of home decorating if you are truly willing to invest the time
and money it takes to do this theme properly. It can also be one
of the most gaudy if you choose cheap and tacky decorations
rather than quality accessories. If you choose to incorporate
this theme into your home I hope you will keep that in mind
while you are shopping.
Bringing the Old West to Modern Home Decorating
What could be more fun when you think about it than
incorporating the age-old story of cowboys and Indians into
your home décor? For those who love a great story and have a
wild sense of adventure this could be an incredibly fabulous
design theme for your next home decorating project. This is a
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great way to bring the rustic charm of the old west into the
modern world of today's busy lifestyles.
Immediately visions of the hacienda with knotty pine and
leather upholstered furniture comes to mind. Massive
fireplaces and antlers everywhere are also first and foremost in
my mind when this design idea pops into my head. The
possibilities are as endless as your imagination and only limited
by your budget in all honesty. This is a look that could be pulled
off however on almost any budget for those that are willing to
make a few thrift store purchases along the way while investing
a fair amount of elbow grease.
One thing you want to be careful of with this particular theme
is not taking it too far. This could be so easy to do and it will
only subtract from the charm and appeal if you do so. Choose
the accessories carefully but implement them minimally. This
should also help with potential budget restrictions as well as
keep you on track for finding the perfect accessories rather
than picking up everything you see only to find later that many
simply will not work with the style and design you are hoping to
achieve in the long run.
Wood floors and wood paneled walls are a great statement for
this sort of décor as well as stone for a fireplace (if there is a
fireplace of courses). You want solid furniture rather than
something that appear fragile or dainty and you definitely want
to keep the room masculine in appearance if at all possible.
Home decorating in the style of the old west isn't for bachelors
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alone but too much of a feminine touch will simply kill the
appeal all together. In fact, the less feminine touches the better
save these touches for a romantic bedroom or bathroom rather
than the primary areas that friends and family will visit.
You will also want to take great pains to imitate the rustic
nature of the old west within the kitchen. No delicate china
patterns or tables with legs that look like that might fall off with
a hard wind. This is a 'mans' style of decorating and it needs to
look as though it will withstand any punishment a man can dish
out in order to maintain the fun and light appeal of the
remainder of the home. You can find modern sinks, fixtures,
and hardware that are designed to resemble those of the old
west and beyond if you look in the right places.
For those who are looking for something a little out of the
ordinary this is one style of decorating that definitely fits the
bill. See what wonderful schemes and dreams you can come up
with and what sort of tall tale will go along with your old west
design story then create the story within the walls of your
home. There is no better way to go about home decorating
than this.
Choosing Home Decorating Fabric
An important aspect of home decorating is choosing home
decorating fabric. When picking a theme such as Victorian,
Modern or Oriental, the choice of fabric makes a difference to
the overall theme. There are many kinds of home decorating
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fabric. If you are looking for fabric that compliments a
particular theme, perhaps doing a little research regarding the
theme would be helpful. This sort of information can be found
in home decorating magazines, books and also the Internet on
home decorating websites.
If you decide to use a Victorian theme for your decorating
project, whether you do one room or the entire house, it is
essential to remember that Victorian decorating is quite
elaborate and tend to be very feminine. Choosing home
decorating fabric for a Victorian theme, you should strive to
pick those which resemble those used during the Victorian
period. Home decorating fabric for bedding and curtains should
be made from heavy materials. Choices such as velvet and
brocade are popular for Victorian home decorating fabric. To
accessorize the fabric, ribbons and bows, face and beads can be
used as trim.
Choosing a modern theme would suggest the use home
decorating fabric which is bold and vibrant. Modern home
decorating is usually based on an open concept with big
spacious rooms. The large space is intended to draw your
attention to the various details in the room which would
include home decorating fabric. These bold and vibrant fabrics,
used in curtains, slip covers or throw pillows, will certainly
stand out in a modern, spacious room with light to cool colors
used on the walls. In this situation, the home decorating fabric
would definitely be noticed and appreciated.
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Oriental home decorating seems to be popular nowadays. Its
unique design with accessories such as Chinese dragons,
elephants, fans and screens, make a room interesting and a
great topic of conversation. Home decorating fabric or an
oriental theme usually includes coral, red, ivory and jade colors.
The most popular fabric used in oriental home decorating is
silk. Using silk in colors like coral or red would definitely stand
out and compliment the rich dark wood furniture
recommended for oriental decorating.
Home decorating fabric is sort of like icing on the cake. You add
great pieces of furniture to a space with walls painted in
beautiful colors. Then to accent the furniture or a window, you
choose home decorating fabric. A window, because it provides
access to the outside, is always a focal point in any room. Using
fabrics made from materials suited to the theme, your window
treatments would definitely draw attention to the window.
If you are wondering where to find home decorating fabric,
there are several places to shop. You may want to buy slip
covers, cushions or curtains that are already made. Department
stores have a great selection. There are also stores that
specialize in home décor. These would certainly provide a
selection of home decorating fabric. If you are a crafty
individual, you may choose to make your own decorative items
for your home. Again, department stores usually stock a big
variety of fabric. There are fabric stores in most areas as well. If
undecided regarding what you should use or would like to use
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in home decorating fabric, the Internet will surely be able to
provide links taking you to all the right places.
Christmas Home Decorating
Christmas is the one time of year that most people pull out all
the stops when it comes to decorating. There is no such thing in
the eyes of many as excess and the one who gets started last is
the one who often finishes last. Each year the displays, lights,
and sounds grow larger and more complex. The problem is that
most people cannot keep up with the newest, latest, and
greatest in Christmas decorations. For these people there
should be no worry. Christmas is a celebration of good will and
not a competition to have the grandest display (at least that is
what it should be).
Hopefully, the ideas below will help you enjoy decorating your
home for Christmas once again as a passion for the holiday
rather than a competition. The most important thing is that you
choose Christmas decorations that have meaning to you rather
than the decorations you feel your friends and family will like.
Christmas is very personal and different to every person that
celebrates the holiday. Not everyone that celebrates this
particular holiday will celebrate in precisely the same way.
If the nativity scene is central to your Christmas celebration
then by all means be sure to include it. You should not,
however, feel compelled to include it if you have a more
secular than religious view of the holiday. Angels are the same
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way though there are many who have little religious use for
angels that still hold them in high regards as decorations
around Christmas each year. Go with your preferences and
convictions and you might find that the process is a joy rather
than a chore.
I am a fan of Christmas decorations I love the blinking lights and
the beauty of the greenery mixed with bright shades of red and
gold. I love the fact that 200 houses can be decorated for
Christmas inside and out and it is very unlikely that any two will
look the same. I love the fact that for one month out of the
year children are looking out their windows in awe at the bright
lights and the cheery characters that light up the cold wintry
rooftops all around.
If you are lost when it comes to decorating ideas of your own,
my biggest suggestion is to pick what you like most about
Christmas and choose your home decorating style around that
one thing. As the years go by, inspiration strikes, and you find
more things to like or dislike about Christmas your decorations
can change accordingly. Perhaps the greatest thing about
decorating your home for Christmas is that nothing is set in
stone. If it worked last year, that doesn't mean it will work for
this Christmas and there is no reason you should feel compelled
to do it.
Some great ideas or themes for Christmas home decorating
include the following: snow globes, cherubs, angels, Santa
Clauses, snowmen, birds, candles, wreathes, and stockings.
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While this is by no means an exhaustive list of Christmas
decorations it is a good place to start when ideas are needed.
Favorites of my children include cartoon characters,
gingerbread men, gingerbread houses, balls, grape clusters, and
ribbons.
If you want to create a truly special style of home decorating
for Christmas try a homemade Christmas. This means that all
the ornaments, centerpieces, wreaths, garlands, and
decorations are made by hand rather than purchased whole. It
will certainly make an impression on visitors and you and your
family can enjoy the process of creating your very own
Christmas decorations for the holiday season.
There are so many wonderful ideas, tips, and tricks when it
comes to decorating your home for Christmas that it is
incredibly difficult to point to one specific idea and say 'this is
it'. However, finding a theme that speaks to your heart is what
Christmas is all about. Well that and spending time with those
who mean the most to you in the world.
Country Home Decorating
When choosing a theme or style for decorating your home,
there are many to choose from. One of the most popular
decorating themes today is country home decorating. Perhaps
it is the most popular because it provides an inviting
atmosphere and overall friendly feeling. Country home
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